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Introduction

• Getting food is one of the first problems international students need to overcome after arrival
  – Questions: Where can I get food from? How do I eat at the campus? Where is the nearest supermarket? All the labels at the supermarket are in Dutch!!?? Where do I go once I get bored of cooking myself?

OBJECTIVES
Clarity
Simplicity
Customized
Immediate time bracket

• Our simple idea: provide a brochure containing all the basics related to finding and eating food
  – The locations of the most relevant supermarkets
  – Food on campus
  – The best restaurants from various cultures
  – Fast food places
  – Home deliveries
Finding supermarkets on campus

Supermarkets:
Albert heijn
- van leeuwenhoeksingel 42A, 2611 AC
- Brabantse Turfmarkt 33 2611 CL

C1000
- Bastiaansplein 135, 2611 DC
- Vrijheidslaan 1, 2625 RD

Aldi
- Papsouwselaan 1, 2624 AE

Lidl
- Gregstraat 271 2625 AN
- Multatuliweg 53, 2624 CE

Just to name a few of the supermarkets around Delft

Legend
○ = student accommodation
● = supermarket
⊙ = five minute walking radius

Map detailing the most common places where students live and supermarkets close to them
Translators
Foods:
- Apples → Appels
- Bacon → Spek
- Bread → Brood
- Coffee → Koffie
- Eggs → Eieren
- Grapes → Druiven
- Milk → Melk
- Oranges → Sinaasappels
- Pasta → Pasta
- Rice → Rijst
- Turkey → Turkije
- Vegetables → groenten

Greetings:
- Hello
- Hi
- Good Morning
- Good Afternoon
- Good Evening
- Bye
- See you later
- Thank you very much
- Thanks
- Please
- Hallo (HAH low)
- Hoi (hoy)
- Goedemorgen (KHOO duh MORE khen)
- Goedemiddag (KHOO duh midakh)
- Goedenavond (KHOO dun AH fohnt)
- Dag (dakh)
- Tot ziens (toht zeens)
- Dank je wel (dahnk yuh vel)
- Bedankt (buh DAHNKT)
- Alsjeblieft ("ALS yuh bleeft")

...Just to name a few of the translations that we made
How to get food (and an occasional beer) on campus?

- **Question:**
  What is the most effective way to inform the new students about the dining possibilities on campus?

- **Our solution:**
  A map containing the locations of all restaurants, cafeterias and bars on the campus
  - The map would be integrated into the official campus map which the students already receive

- **Information on**
  - Opening hours
  - Selection
  - Prices in general
  - Happy hours
Getting food when arriving Delft

1. Most like home (Restaurants by nationality)

2. Fast food

3. If You’re Desperate For Food - Home delivery!
Map of Main Restaurants in Delft Inner City

MOST LIKELY
Top restaurants in inner city Delft, for six different nationalities

Chinese
Peking

Dutch
De Stortmaker

French
Le Bistro

Italian
La Ristorante

Mexican
Taqueria

Spanish
Taberna Canaria

RESTAURANTS:

FAST FOOD:
The fast food restaurants in inner city Delft

Subway
Category: Sandwiches
Market 17
Opening hours: 08:00 - 23:00

Döner King
Category: Kebab
Oude Langendijk 19
Opening hours: 12:00 - 01:00

McDonalds
Category: Hamburgers
Paradijsboom 7
Opening hours: 10:00 - 21:00

Daily Wok
Category: Thai food
Oude Langendijk 23 D
Opening hours: 10:00 - 22:00

IF YOU’RE DESPERATE FOR FOOD
Fast food restaurants with home delivery

Dominos Pizza
Tel: +31/015 214 8124
Opening hours: 16:00 - 23:00

Dennis Pizza
Tel: +31/015 215 8677
Opening hours: 16:00 - 22:00
Thank you for listening!